
Nome Javier Egner Tarillo Julien Baussay Jialong Wei Zijun Li Gabriel Timo Rakibul Hasan

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD01

I think it is not 
somethings new in 
hardies.

a colour and a flower 
shape already existing, 
but a very nice 
floribondity.

This is a normal variety , 
with a good ratio of 
flowers to leaves, free 
flowers

Nice mexicana hybrid 
with compact leaves

Quite floriferous, nice 
pretty shiny happy color.

Color and leaves looks 
like similar to pinware 
and some other varieties.

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD02

A whiter hardy. an existing flower shape 
and colour. Many hybrids 
resemble it.

An excellent double white 
variety with very free 
flowers

Love the shape, the 
flower stalks seem strong 
compared with other 
odorata lilies

Nice floriferous compact 
pure white.

Very good shaped flower 
but flower qty lower than 
leaves

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD03

I don't like it. This waterlily already 
exists. Very common 
color.

Compared with the 
current international 
variety level, there is still 
room for improvement

Maybe not a strong 
grower for the first year

nice pointed petals, very 
weak in overall 
appearance.

Usuall color flower and 
shape not good. Look 
like small size flower 
compared with leaves 
size.



Nome Javier Egner Tarillo Julien Baussay Jialong Wei Zijun Li Gabriel Timo Rakibul Hasan

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD04

Nothing out of the 
ordinary

Classic color and shape. 
Very close to what 
already exists.

The overall look is 
compact，Looks like a 
nice little hybrid

very cute and compact 
plant

pretty random hybrid, 
seems to be a strong 
grower, nice for large 
ponds.

Leaves and flowers color 
good. But the shape of 
flower not impressive.

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD06

I like it. beautiful flower shape, 
well carved. but the color 
is classic. A variety that 
can be interesting for the 
collection. it looks like a 
seedling of N. 'Nualaor'.

An nice double pink 
variety. Petals a kind 
buckled inward, Like little 
spoons

A decent hybrid but the 
deep pink color is 
ordinary

N/C Very good shaped flower. 
Color also impressive.

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD10

Nice hardy. a color and shape of 
flowers and leaves that 
already exist. No interest 
in the collection.

Not bad overall. Leaf 
blade has wavy shape, 
relatively rare

Almost all flowers have 
burnt through the summer

Nothing really new, poor 
in development nor 
exciting.

Very impressive flower 
color and shape.



Nome Javier Egner Tarillo Julien Baussay Jialong Wei Zijun Li Gabriel Timo Rakibul Hasan

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD11

Similar ro many. Very beautiful flower 
shape. It can have a real 
interest in a collection 
even if there are already 
water lilies with this color 
and shape of flower.

A very nice hybrid. 
Flowers Bright, double,, 
very free. The flower has 
a good ratio to foliage. 
Occasionally irregular 
petals appear. The whole 
is impressive

really love it Very outstanding Variety! Flower shape & size 
impressive and color 
good.

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD12

Nice hardy. Very similar to pale pink 
varieties that already 
exist. But the flower 
shape is interesting.

The flowers are a rare 
combination of pale pink 
and white, fresh and 
elegant. Overall good

great combination of soft 
color and good shape

Nice soft colored flowers. Flower shape good. 
Color ok.

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD13

Very cute hardy. Flowers a little small, 
existing color and shape. 
It reminds me of N. Pink 
Lemonade

The petals are broad and 
often wrinkled. Leaves 
mottled, there leaf vein 
will be a little light-
colored lines. Less 
common

romantic color but the 
petals are less tidy

N/C Flower Color and shape 
pretty good.



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD01

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD02

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD03

Andreas Protopapas James Knock Paula Bee Rich Sacher Keiji Kawai Primlarp Wasuwat 
Chukiatman

A yellow hybrid however 
it has no advantages 
over existing varieties. At 
some point a large 
number of flowers are 
produced however don’t 
know how many eyes 
have been planted in the 
beginning of the season.

Simple but pleasing 
blooms, with nicely 
marked leaves.

Non sembra niente di 
particolare

Good flower color and 
shape, compact growth 
habit

Flower colors is elegant. 
This one make me 
remember "N.XPygmaea 
Helvora".

still love the peach tone 
but a bit less petals 
count. Stunning free 
flower too.

A beautify double white 
and is also floriferous. 
The number of petals is 
huge and is very rare in 
the white category. It 
produces regularly 
shaped flowers globular 
in shape.

Nice full flower, but 
blooms appear a little 
small.

Anche se ricorda altre 
bianche, il fiore pieno è 
molto bello

Beautifully formed double 
flower, pure white.

Flower color, petal 
shapes, quantities seems 
to nice for tabs or garden 
pons.

amazing look - really love 
the kind of shape and 
petals count.

A pinkish variety and 
looks similar to American 
star in shape. Low 
number of Petals. There 
are plenty of Pinks 
around, so it does not 
offer anything new.

Simple form with 
pleasing colouration.

Niente di particolare Simple flower, good 
color, but not an unusual 
flower form.

This one makes me 
imagine old hybrids. 
Flower's color is good, 
but it is less than average 
level.

sweet one she will be 
good looking in a pool. In 
my opinion, if the leaf has 
a stunning pattern this 
will be better.



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD04

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD06

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD10

Andreas Protopapas James Knock Paula Bee Rich Sacher Keiji Kawai Primlarp Wasuwat 
Chukiatman

A star shaped pink/red 
however it does not offer 
anything new.

Nice compact habit. niente di particolare Nice flower color and 
shape, but many other 
varieties are similar.

Flowers' colors are good, 
but its shapes make me 
imagine old lilies.

flower seem to be 
medium size, love the 
shape. hope on the next 
generation breeder will 
get much more petals 
count.

A double pink however 
there are plenty of these 
in the trade. It offers 
nothing new.

Nice flower form. Bella forma e colore Excellent double flower, 
perfect form, excellent 
uniform color to the 
flower.

Flowers' shape, volume, 
numbers of petals is so 
nice. This lily seems 
nowadays one.

I love this kind of shape 
also petals count. good 
looking one.

A red variety however the 
colour fades out on the 
Petals that are closer to 
the Sepals. It does not 
offer anything new 
compared to other 
varieties that exist in the 
trade.

Simple form, nice deep 
flower.

Bel colore e forma. 
Poche foglie ma ben 
dimensionate.

Many other varieties look 
like this one.

I guess, this like blackish 
flower color is hard to 
show by hybridize result. 
But flowering time , its 
length is short.

at this moment, it will be 
better if much more 
darker color or pattern 
leaf.



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD11

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD12

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD13

Andreas Protopapas James Knock Paula Bee Rich Sacher Keiji Kawai Primlarp Wasuwat 
Chukiatman

A beautiful yellow/Orange 
globular flower with a 
large number of Petals. 
Also it is highly floriferous 
considering that it has 
started from a single 
rhizome. It also seems to 
change colours from day 
to day.

Nice flower form, free 
flowering with excellent 
sized blooms in 
comparison to leaves.

Bella pianta, sia colore 
che forma del fiore, 
sembra essere anche 
molto fiorifera.

Very good double flower 
with narrow petals. Nice 
color.

This like sunset color 
makes me imagine 
tropical lilies or this one's 
strain mexicana. I wish it 
had numbers flowers so 
much.

the petals count so 
stunning. Love so much 
with the color.

A white double flower 
with a pinkish flush. 
Average number of 
flower production.

Nice flower form. Bella la sfumatura rosa al 
centro del petalo.

Very good form for a 
double flower, color is not 
strong.

Flower color and shape, 
numbers of petal is so 
nice. Its worth while 
planting tubs or ponds.

sweet tone and also 
good-looking shape& 
petals count.

A pinkish/white flower 
with a yellow flush in the 
center. Average number 
of Petals and flowers

Particularly nice leaves Molto belle le foglie, fiore 
non particolarmente 
interessante

Nice hybrid, but no0t 
different from many 
others.

Flowers' shape, stems 
seems strong. This one 
has potential of making 
its size bigger, I think.

good color one, love the 
pattern of leafs.



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD01

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD02

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD03

Masato Morimoto Antonio Nania Ao Weerada Severine Lyssens 
Dannenboom

Margaret Koogle Jiří Řehoř

It is difficult to find the 
difference from the 
conventional one

. Everythings good but 
look similar with many 
old hybrid.

For me, waterlilies that 
take part in a contest 
should have unique 
features. It is always a bit 
tricky to base an opinion 
on pictures alone, but I 
will do my best ;-)
I am a big fan of this type 
of flower colour, I also 
like the darker new 
leaves. So I would add 
this hybrid to my 
collection due to the 
combination of the flower 
and leaves colour.
If you have a magic wand 
maybe you could add 
bigger flowers and a 
smaller leaf spread and it 
would be perfect ;-)

Love this lily:) Free 
blooming, love the color, 
variegated leaves

nice

If the rhizome is of the 
Marliac type, it deserves 
a high rating.

. So many petals count 
and good shape.

I am not a big fan of 
double flowers so when I 
saw the first picture I was 
not that impressed.
But looking at all the 
pictures this one seems 
to be a very heavy 
bloomer and the shape of 
the mature flowers 
seems perfect to me. So, 
a very pleasant surprise 
this waterlily!

Pretty full blooming white beautifull

old school . Nice simple pink. I am afraid this waterlily 
was not able to grow to 
it's full potential. It might 
have had a late start.

Pretty color pink, dainty 
bloom, not very many, 
uninteresting leaves, not 
a favorite

interesting



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD04

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD06

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD10

Masato Morimoto Antonio Nania Ao Weerada Severine Lyssens 
Dannenboom

Margaret Koogle Jiří Řehoř

I can't find the novelty . So many leaves it should 
be good propagation.

I presume this waterlily is 
a a smaller variety with a 
good combination of 
flower colour and shape. 
It seems to stop 
blooming earlier in the 
season...

Love the intense color 
pink contrasted with dark 
leaves, appears to be 
good bloomer

sympatic

One of the pink Hardies 
with many petals in 
recent years

. Great flower shape. As I am not a big fan of 
the double flowers, I'm 
always a little bit hesitant 
to give my opinion.
But I think this was has a 
nice shape as it doesn't 
have too many petals 
and it doesn't seem to 
fully open, which I think is 
a very nice trait.
If it would be a little more 
compact in growth, it 
would be fabulous.

Love the blooms, leaves 
didn't do much for me

very nice

90's style . Great colour. It's so difficult to give an 
opinion on this one. 
When I saw the first 
picture, i was really 
impressed. The flower 
has a wonderful shape 
and colour, so I think 
there is definitely material 
to work with in the future.
The leaves seem quite 
big in comparison with 
the flowers and it 
appears to be a 

Loved the deep red color, 
leaves don't do much for 
me

nice



Nome

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD11

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD12

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD13

Masato Morimoto Antonio Nania Ao Weerada Severine Lyssens 
Dannenboom

Margaret Koogle Jiří Řehoř

It is one of the new water 
lilies that match the 
times. It is very good

. Somany petals and great 
shape.

I have always been 
drawn to this colour so 
for me that is a big plus. I 
love that the double 
flowers have long narrow 
petals, this makes them 
more elegant. 
The different shades in 
one plant is for me also a 
nice extra advantage. It 
seems to be a good 
bloomer and the leaves 
are not that much bigger 
than the flowers. So, yes, 
this one is a winner for 

This is my favorite!! Love 
large blooms, blooms 
well, pretty color and 
leaves are flecked.

very nice

Perhaps the petals are 
delicately colored, but it's 
hard to tell from the 
photo. I want to see the 
real thing. It must be 
beautiful.

. Nice petals colour. There are not that many 
hybrids with a double 
flower in this colour, so 
that's a good 
accomplishment. I 
presume this plant needs 
a lot of space to grow to 
it's full potential.

Love the blush color, 
doesn't seem to be a 
great bloomer and leaves 
aren't interesting

sympatic

Reminds me of early 
Mike Hardies. I 
personally like it but not 
new

. Very nice flower and 
leaves.

If I need to give a remark, 
it would be the 
abundance of leaves. But 
really, this is a very nice 
hybrid. Beautiful flower 
colour and shape. Nice 
leaf colours, so yes, well 
done!

Pretty color, interesting 
leaves, good bloomer

interesting
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Comment
s about 
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Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD02

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD03

Pornchai 
Sukkasemsamranjit

Matthew Ross Ildus Garipov Ganesh Anandhakrishnan

So many leaves more 
than flower.

The peach and pink 
etched lower petals are a 
nice foil to the darker 
pattern on the emerging 
growth in the heat of the 
summer. The lack of a 
floral explosion and 
limited number of blooms 
in relation to the overall 
plethora of vegetation 
needs a bit more balance.

I was impressed by the 
abundant flowering and 
two-tone flowers.

Nice one

Very nice sharp. An abundance of double 
blooms with what 
appears to be a very 
clean white coloration. I 
am impressed by the 
how much the red 
petioles of the pads 
accent the plant and the 
numerous blossoms.

There are a lot of petals, 
the flower is symmetrical, 
abundant flowering.

Similar to few existing 
cultivars

Normal flower. Absolutely electrifying 
coloration. Might be even 
a bit too bright for 
universal approval but I 
would love to see a more 
abundant floral display. A 
shame there weren't 
more buds and blossoms 
earlier in the season as 
the show appeared to get 
better later into August.

There are many similar 
water lilies, the leaves 
are very large.

Leaves are beautiful than 
flower.
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Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD04

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD06

Comment
s about 
the plant 
HD10

Pornchai 
Sukkasemsamranjit

Matthew Ross Ildus Garipov Ganesh Anandhakrishnan

Normal pink. Appears to be a great 
early to mid-summer 
bloomer with some 
vigorous growth and 
abundant blooms in June 
through early July. Would 
love to see more interest 
in the foliage but a sharp 
looking early summer to 
mid/late summer bloomer.

The waterlily blooms very 
profusely all season. 
There are a lot of leaves.

Beautiful

Nice sharp good free 
flowers.

A vibrant pink blossom 
with a heavy petal count 
with a variable number of 
blooms throughout the 
summer really peaking in 
the mid-summer heat. I 
like the color of the 
bloom and would like to 
see it echo a bit more 
with a dynamism in the 
leaf coloration.

There are many petals 
on the flower and they 
are arranged 
symmetrically, blooms 
profusely.

Beautiful leaves with 
perfect flower in shape

Good red flower but 
normal sharp.

Great photo on July 29th 
really like the soft edge of 
color on the leaf. Overall 
wish there was a bit 
larger flower and a 
healthier and consistent 
succession of foliage to 
compliment it.

This waterlily does not 
surprise me in any way, it 
looks like classic 
waterlilies.

Less impressive
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Pornchai 
Sukkasemsamranjit

Matthew Ross Ildus Garipov Ganesh Anandhakrishnan

◌็◌H็ave uniqueness. 
Love love.

The early seasonal 
foliage has a nice touch 
of interest before the 
blooms really take center 
stage. A nice soft ombre 
of pinky peach outer 
petals and pronounced 
yellow center creates a 
nice effect. The late 
season blooms appear to 
be the best in October 
shots but saw a bit of a 
decline in overall number 
of blooms later in the 
season after peaking in 

The flower has a lot of 
petals, they are all 
symmetrically arranged, 
the color is bright orange-
peach. Blooms profusely. 
Very impressed.

Amazing

Good sharp, nice flowers. The soft creamy touch of 
pink on the outer petals 
and size of the actual 
bloom are appealing. 
Would like to see a bit 
more blossoms before 
late mid-August when it 
appeared to have peaked.

The flower has a lot of 
petals, they are all 
symmetrically arranged, 
the color is pale pink with 
a transition to white, I am 
impressed.

Flower is so unique

Nice leaves and color. Fantastic foliage 
throughput the growing 
season. A nicely 
patterned early 
emergence and good 
darker undertones. The 
flower is quite nive and I 
am curious of the 
undulation towards the 
end of the petals was 
consistent throughout the 
year? Would love to see 
a bit higher petal count or 
more reflexed 
presentation of the outer 
petals to really exemplify 

An interesting 
combination of yellow 
and pink on the petals of 
the flower. Goblet-
shaped flowers and 
attractive leaves.

Good one


